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and has outlined several benefits of novel social choice mechanisms
created by machine learning [22].

ABSTRACT
My thesis will study the intersection of social choice and machine
learning, with a focus on recent or under-explored social choice
paradigms, such as liquid democracy, and how social choice and
ML can benefit each other. My initial results show the idea of using
ML and social choice to understand the other holds promise. An
early project of mine uses deep learning to enhance social choice
by creating a neural network that acts as a voting rule, able to be
trained to select a winner satisfying customizable sets of axioms.
More recently, I have explored the idea of using liquid democracy as
a framework for ensembles for classification problems. I am particularly interested in improving the real-world applicability of existing
social choice methods and understanding how they can more beneficially impact the world. Going forward, my primary tools in
these goals are simulation and provable axiomatic or performance
guarantees.
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My Contribution

My existing work in this area develops a system for training neural networks that use ranked preferences to find alternatives that
satisfy a customizable set of axioms [1].
Each training example in this system takes the form of a set of
ranked preferences, a single alternative, and an associated score
corresponding to the utility of that alternative being “predicted”
by the network as the winner under the given preferences. Before
training, the system designer decides on a set of desirable axioms
(e.g. Condorcet consistency, participation, non-dictatorship) and the
relative importance of these axioms. During training, the scoring
function gives a higher score to alternatives satisfying more of these
axioms.
Many impossibility results, most famously Arrow’s theorem,
have been found that identify sets of axioms which cannot be mutually satisfied for all possible sets of preferences by any voting
rule [11]. My preliminary results have so far shown the ability to
identify the Condorcet winner with the ultimate goal of showing
the possibility of training networks that will satisfy mutually impossible axioms in common cases more likely to appear in practical
situations (e.g. for voters drawn from common preference models
such as Mallows [17] or Polya-Eggenberger Urn [3]).
There are two primary questions I plan to address in future
work in this area. First, it is important to quantify, through one
or both of theory and thorough experimentation, to what extent
any mechanism can satisfy the axioms it is trained for. Second,
as has been briefly explored in recent work [9, 18], novel voting
rules (which may essentially be created on-demand for specific
applications) can improve privacy and reduce manipulability. Both
of these effects should be studied further in order to show the
usefulness of such an approach and methodology.

DEEP LEARNING TO SUPPORT SOCIAL
CHOICE

A clear parallel can be drawn between voting rules in social choice
and classification tasks in machine learning. Voting rules often take
the form of a function taking in a set of preferences and returning
a winning alternative (though may also return a ranking or set of
winners) while classifiers take in data of a general form and predict
a single class. An early project in my PhD builds on this similarity
and focuses on the use of neural networks to act as novel voting
rules with the goal of providing less manipulable social choice
mechanisms with properties customizable to the domains in which
they are used.
While relatively little work appears to exist on this subject, early
positive results have shown that existing scoring rules can be efficiently learned [19], lending merit to the parallel between machine
learning and voting. Other recent work has also focused on comparisons between existing voting rules and machine learning [16]

2

LIQUID DEMOCRACY ENSEMBLES

My work utilizing neural networks to improve social choice outcomes uses machine learning to benefit social choice. This relationship can work in the other direction as well. In work currently under
review I explore whether recent techniques from social choice can
be used to improve results in machine learning. More specifically, I
apply the liquid democracy framework to ensemble learning.
Liquid democracy is an emerging paradigm of delegative voting
in which delegations are transitive. Voters may delegate to another
voter or may cast a weighted vote, with the weight determined by
the total number of direct and indirect delegations they received.
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In basic models voters select a single other voter to act as their
delegate or, instead, cast a vote directly. It is common for papers
in this area to focus on models of “ground-truth” voting wherein
voters aim to select a single correct alternative using a weighted
majority vote [4, 14].
My work begins with theoretical results showing that in a basic
weighted majority two-candidate liquid-democracy system delegation can always weakly improve group accuracy when it comes to
determining the ground-truth. Similar results are also shown when
this is extended to a model in which voters are classifiers, voting
on (predicting the class of) multiple issues at once. The goal is to
improve the accuracy of the ensemble through delegation which is
seen to typically be possible, despite being NP-hard to optimize in
the worst case [5].
However, I test a variety of delegation mechanisms aimed at
increasing classifier diversity or retaining the more accurate classifiers and find that, when studied empirically, they provide no
significant improvement to accuracy.
In fact, concerns about the benefit of using liquid democracy
abound. While some results show situations in which liquid democracy can guarantee a benefit to group accuracy [14] it is common
for other papers to focus on concerns largely unique to the system
such as preventing delegation cycles [6] or mitigating dictatorships
caused by delegations congregating at a small number of voters
[13, 15]. In a critique using a model similar to my own, [5] show that
finding optimal delegations may require very unintuitive actions,
such as delegation from more accurate to less accurate voters.
Based on these issues and my experimental results my paper
concludes that liquid democracy is likely unsuitable for ground
truth voting and that ongoing research in liquid democracy should
place more emphasis on empirical analysis in addition to theoretical
results.
There is a great deal of further research to be done on liquid
democracy. Christoff and Grossi study a theoretical model of liquid democracy in which agents vote on “logically interdependent
propositions,” which bears a certain resemblance to classifiers voting in our setting [6]. Results such as theirs may be applicable in
my future exploration of this ML-social choice relationship. For
this, I plan to begin with an axiomatic analysis providing further
theoretical results on the guarantees that machine learning can
provide in this or similar settings.

in liquid democracy systems. I hope to also draw on this and connections with recent work in automated mechanism design [20] to
strengthen my results combining social choice and deep learning.

3.2

Novel Social Choice Mechanisms

Recently a number of relatively modern social choice mechanisms
have entered the research spotlight, such as liquid democracy and
participatory budgeting [2]. An older mechanism now seeing renewed interest is sortition, the process of choosing a random subset
of voters to make a decision on behalf of a larger population. The
selection of voters for a sortition panel gives the opportunity for
improved fairness guarantees and accurate representation of demographic diversity [10] while also increasing the difficulty of
manipulations for common voting rules [21].
I see multiple potential connections between sortition and machine learning which I hope to explore in the future. First, both
sortition and ML make heavy use of sampling techniques in order
to more accurately understand a broader population (of voters, or
of data). Second, perhaps overlapping with the first, is an emphasis
on fairness. Both domains have results aimed at ensuring group
fairness (e.g. demographic diversity in sortition, similar classification errors across subgroups in ML) which may be beneficial to the
other domain.

3.3

Social Good

An intentional goal common to most of my work is a interest
in results that can be applied, in a practical sense, to real world
tasks. This culminates in a focus on providing some positive benefit
through my research. This pursuit of social good is common in
social choice (e.g. kidney exchanges, better representation through
voting [8]) and is also a rapidly growing trend in machine learning
[7]. There are many existing mechanisms from both of these areas
that significantly affect the lives of most individuals. My ongoing
and future research will bear in mind this responsibility and aim to
improve the impact these systems have on us.
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